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Abstract - Digital platforms are growing day by day, as 
people invest a large time in them. So human thoughts for 

any product, service, organization are easily available on 

this media platform. Analysis of user comments was done by 

text mining for understanding the status of any service or 

product. The sentiment of digital comments was extracted in 

the form of positive or negative class. This paper has 

proposed a Fish Optimization Genetic Algorithm for 

Sentiment Detection (FOGASD) in digital content. 

Collective Volitive and Feeding operator has increased the 

sentiment performance of work as well. Patterns are 

extracted from the input content, and as per the genetic 
algorithm, the output class was assigned to the patterns. The 

experiment was performed on a real amazon dataset having 

two sentiment classes. Results show that the proposed work 

has increased the evaluation parameter values as compared 

to another existing algorithm. 

Keywords — Classification, Sentiment analysis, Ontology, 

Text Mining, Un-directed Classification. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The world is full of subjective as humans have its nature, 

thus concluding as per the significance. There causes the 

framework of the sentiments over the state of mind about any 

specific is expressed in the variety of books as per the 

survey. Mining work is the client undergo work is testing its 

helpful essentiality. There is an estimation investigation 

followed in three levels: record level, sentence level, or trait 

level. There will be decreasing of the all archive to the 

solitary conclusion at the estimation level in the report level. 
As the report estimation archive fails to speak, a similar 

report needs to contain the more diverse repudiating 

assessment about the same. While in the sentence level, 

opinion investigation is used to arrange the assessment for a 

similar element. For characterizing the sentence to be 

emotional or objective principal assessment is utilized. 

Sentiment mining (commonly as estimation examination) is a 

venture to exploit client-created content's immense action. 

This mining uses the PC's full capacity to have the client's 

opinion and avoid further reuse. There are some earlier 

works of having some abstracts that begin in the mid-80s and 
90s with the rise of web 2.0. the new technology boosted the 

new research with better techniques and data, having new 
issues, shortcomings, and challenges. Thus, there would be 

an obvious colossal increase in the research and work in this 

advanced decade.  

Sentiment analysis is a natural language processing and 

information extraction method that denotes getting people’s 

emotions in a two remark: a positive or negative remark, 

questions, and desires, by plugging or breaking many reports. 

In the sentiment analysis, there is an examination of the 

person's mentality or speaker and decide the general tone of 

that individual. The impetus behind the sentiment analysis is 

the increase in the exponential increment in the internet 
usage and trade of conclusions. As the web is collecting 

enormous sorted and unstructured data, investigation of such 

dormant general assessment is a tough task. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [7], The Author proposes a dictionary-based technique for 

domain-specific sentiment analysis on the movie review 

dataset. The author makes use of a lexicon known as 

SentiWordNet (SWN-publically available dictionary), 

including adjectives, adverbs, and verbs. Report level 

examination includes utilizing phonetic highlights running 

from adverb + adjective to adverb + adjective + verb 
combination.  

 

In [8] paper proposes a propel system for supposition mining 

that relates all the benefits of semantic web-guided answers 

to improve traditional NLP's general results (Natural 

Language Processing). The proposed framework makes use 

of domain ontology at the feature extraction stage. This 

enhancement makes huge changes in the feature-based 

sentiment classification. Existing machine learning 

techniques classify the words into a limited category such as 

positive/negative. The existing system also performs 
sentiment classification at the document level (i.e.) if it 

includes a huge no of positive than negative terms. It will be 

considered to be a positive document, otherwise a negative 

document. Dataset of Movie Reviews is used to check the 

performance of the proposed model. 

 

In [9], Basha et al. presented that as the presence of E-

business item reviews for an item were likewise developing 

quickly with an exponential factor. To settle on a choice 
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among numerous choices where time and cash were 

valuable, other individuals' emotions would play a significant 

job. Presently, most of the associations had 

emotion/sentiment mining and slant investigation as a piece 

of their examination. Additionally, every business was 
affected by online networking sites and web journals that 

drove these organizations to do the nostalgic investigation.  

In [10], a novel method for extracting Web video groups' 

hierarchical structure based on sentiment-aware signed 

network analysis is presented to realize Web video retrieval. 

First, the proposed method estimates latent links between 

Web videos using multimodal features of contents and 

sentiment features obtained from texts attached to Web 

videos. Thus, our method enables the construction of a 

signed network that reflects not only similarities but also 

positive and negative relations between topics of Web 

videos. Moreover, an algorithm to optimize a modularity-
based measure, which can adaptively adjust the balance 

between positive and negative edges, was newly developed. 

This algorithm detects Web video groups with similar topics 

at multiple abstraction levels; thus, successfully extracting 

the hierarchical structure becomes feasible. By providing the 

hierarchical structure, users can obtain an overview of many 

Web videos, and it becomes feasible to retrieve the desired 

Web videos successfully. 

In [11], a new method for calculating the polarities and 

strengths of Chinese sentiment phrases is proposed in this 

study, which could be used to analyze the semantic fuzziness 
of Chinese. It uses a probability value, rather than a fixed 

value for sentiment phrases' polarity strengths, compared 

with the conventional methods. According to those phrases' 

polarities and strengths, this paper proposes two multi-

strategy sentiment analysis methods based on SVM and NB. 

Particularly, in the method based on NB, this paper considers 

adversative conjunctions. The two methods could be used for 

the sentiment analysis of documents.  

In [12], paper this paper focuses on fusing textual 

information of Twitter messages and sentiment diffusion 

patterns to obtain better performance of sentiment analysis 

on Twitter data. This paper first analyzes sentiment diffusion 
by investigating a phenomenon called sentiment reversal and 

finding some interesting properties of sentiment reversals. 

This paper then considers the inter-relationships between 

textual information of Twitter messages and sentiment 

diffusion patterns. It proposes an iterative algorithm called 

SentiDiff to predict sentiment polarities expressed in Twitter 

messages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
The proposed FOGASDmodel performed social platform 

review content sentiment mining. The block diagram did the 

proposed model from raw data processing to ontology 

creation for sentiment identification. 1. Keyword extraction 
or phrase based data was prepared to find the sentiment 

ontology by using a fish schooling genetic algorithm.   

 

A. Preprocessing 
Rating of any product or service was done by two types first 

was an objective questionnaire, while the second was a user 

text review. This work pre-processes text review for finding 

the user sentiment towards the product or service. 

 

Stop-word Filtration: Reviews have few words which were 

used to frame the sentence. English words that help in 

sentence building are term as stop-words. Example of those 
like: {a, be, the, in, to, for, an, can, etc.}. In this step of 

sentiment mining, input review was arranged in a set of 

words and each word was compared with the stop-word S 

dictionary. If a word is found in the dictionary, remove it; 

otherwise, keep the original word [13]. So if input data have 

r number of reviews and S is a stop-word list, then pre-

processed data PD is obtained by: 

Input D, S 

Output: PD 

1. Loop 1:R 

2. Loop 1:W // W: number of words in R 
3. Loop S 

4. If D[R] Do not intersect S 

5. PDD[R] 

6. EndIf 

7. endloop 

8. EndLoop 

9. EndLoop 

 

B. Generate Phrase 

Two kinds of features were extracted from the review 

content obtained from PD. The First was single term based, 

and the other was more than one term based. This paper 
performs sentiment mining by more then one term-based 

approach, also known as phrase-based. Consecutive word 

sets are found in reviews for declaring a phrase. So if any 

consecutive words were present in more than one review 

paper, put that phrase in P [14]. The phrase generation was 

done by the below function, which generates a successive 

pattern and traces those in PD. 

 

PSuccessive_Words(IPD)----------Eq. 1 
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Fig. 1 Proposed work Block diagram. 

 

C. Phrase Graph 

Phrases obtained from reviews arranged in the graph data 

structure. Graph GPxP has nodes in the form of phrases and 
weight in the similarity between phrase terms present in 

phrase for a common sentiment class review [15]. Relation 

between phrase and uses as per sentiment was developed in 

the graph. The similarity word count of two phrases for 

GPxPin a review was obtained by: 

 

Input: P, PD 

Output: G 

Loop 1:Pr  // Phrase in Row 

Loop 1:Pc// Phrase in Column 
  Loop 1:PD 

   RCSimilar Word (PD, Pr) 

   CCSimilar Word (PD, Pc) 

// Weight update condition 

If RC and CC is greater than 0 

   G[Pr, Pc, 1] G[Pr, Pc]+1 

   StSentiment_Type(PD) 

   G[Pr,St,2] G[Pr,St,2]+1 

EndIf 

endloop 

EndLoop 

EndLoop 
 

RC (Row Counter) is common terms in Pd and Pr counter. 

Similarly, RC (Row Counter) is common terms in Pd and Pr. 

Graph weight value between a phrase increases if review PD 

has common terms from any of phrase terms. Higher the 

weight value stronger the relationship between the phrases. 

 

D. Fish Schooling Genetic Algorithm:  

This FSGA did the selection of sentiment representative 

phrases. The algorithm performed fish Schooling Genetic 

algorithm search food for dispersion and assembly operation 
for higher area search. The phrase set selection was done by 

rotating and fish (phrase) in a deep area [16]. This genetic 

algorithm's major steps involve fish population generation, 

Collective Volitive Movement, more than one fish 

movement after that Feeding operator and Crossover for fish 

group shuffling was performed. 

 

Generate Fish Population: The primary unit of genetic 

algorithm work is a chromosome. In the FSGA algorithm 

group of fish, each fish was phrase P. Number of fish in 

chromosome depends on sentiment type. So a random FP set 

was developed by the FSGA. FP is a matrix of having m 
number of rows representing a row and a column 

representing a cluster center. Based on highly connected 

phrases in the G cluster center, the phrase was select by  

 

FPGenerate_Fish(P, St, m, G)------Eq. 2 

 

Fitness Function 

Random generation of chromosome in a population need 

fitness estimation. This step of FSGA finds fitness value by 

evaluating the difference between fitness sentiment value as 

per review G[Pr, St,2]. 
 

𝐹𝑚 = ∑ 𝑀𝑖𝑛(Euclidian(𝐺𝑚,𝑆𝑡 , 𝐺𝑃,𝑆𝑡))1
𝑆𝑡𝑃

𝑖=1 --------Eq. 3 

 

The searching group of fish has a fitness value Fmwhere m is 

the number of chromosomes in the population. 𝐺𝑚,𝑆𝑡is 
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chromosome phrase value of sentiment count for St type of 

class. Similarly𝐺𝑃,𝑆𝑡  is P phrase value of sentiment count for 

St type of class.  

 

Collective Volitive Movement 

Searching for a portion of food is done by a collective 

operation where each chromosome undergoes assembly or 
dispersion. In case a fish found a barry center, then assembly 

of other fish done by reducing their distance with other fish. 

This assembly operation was performed by eq. 3. If food is 

not found, then the fish's distance increases as per eq. 4 [16]. 

So if the fitness value of tth iteration is higher than t+1, then 

apply case 1, otherwise case2. 

 

Case1 

𝒙(𝒕 + 𝟏) = 𝒙(𝒕) − 𝑴𝒗𝒐𝒍 × 𝑹× (
𝒙(𝒕) − 𝑩(𝒕)

𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆(𝒙(𝒕),𝑩(𝒕))
) 

 

Case2 

𝑥(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥(𝑡) + 𝑀𝑣𝑜𝑙 × 𝑅 × (
𝑥(𝑡) − 𝐵(𝑡)

𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆(𝑥(𝑡), 𝐵(𝑡))
) 

 

𝐵(𝑡) =
∑ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑊(𝑡)𝑁
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑊(𝑡)𝑁
𝑖=1

 

Feeding Operator 

𝑊(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑊(𝑡) + (
∆𝑓

𝑚𝑎𝑥(|∆𝑓|)
) 

 

∆𝑓 =F(t+1) –F(t) 
 

𝑀𝑣𝑜𝑙 = 𝑀𝑣𝑜𝑙 −
𝑀

𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥

 

Where  

Mvol: Maximum displacement performs in an operator. 

X(t): Random position of a phrase in the tth iteration. 

W(t): Summation of fitness value. 

 

Crossover 

AS per new position of fish x(t) in tth iteration values range 

between from null to St. This value modifies the fish in the 

chromosome. Other chromosome fish values were modified 

as per the best chromosome in a current population of tth 

iteration.  So the result of this step was new chromosome 
sets. Population updation was done by evaluating the child 

chromosome's fitness value if the child chromosome value is 

better than keeping the child and parent chromosome 

removed from the population. Otherwise, if the parent 

chromosome fitness value is better, then the child 

chromosome was removed from the population.  

 

E. Cluster Phrase 

After the maximum T umber of iteration was completed, the 

obtained population's fitness value was further estimated by 

Eq. 3. Best chromosomes act as the final cluster center for 

sentiment identification. Other phrases that are not part of the 

cluster center were the sentiment class group as per weighted 

graph G. 

 

IV. EVALUATION PARAMETER 
The experimental part was done on a real dataset of Amazon 

review content obtained from [17]. Implementation of the 

proposed algorithm was done on MATLAB software. 

Comparison of FOGASD was done with the method 

proposed in [18]. In [18], term based sentiment analysis was 

done where the genetic algorithm reduces the feature set of 

work. The experimental dataset contains sentences labeled 

with positive or negative sentiment, extracted from reviews 

of products, movies, and restaurants [17]. 
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The above true positive value is obtained by the system when 

the ranked review/comment favors the user query, and the 

system also says that review/comment favors the user query. 

While in the case of false-positive value, the system obtains 
when the input review/comment favors the user query, and 

the system does not rank that review/comment in their list. 

 

Results: 
Table 1 shows the review sentiment class detection accuracy 

value obtained from previous work in [18] and proposed 

FOGASD work. The use of the Fish Optimization algorithm 

for sentiment phrase detection has increased the accuracy of 

work. The proposed model does not use Terms as done in 

[18], as a single word results in false clustering. Clustering, 

by finding a pair of words, has enhanced the correct 
sentiment class detection. 

 

Table 1. Accuracy based comparison of sentiment 

detection techniques. 

Dataset Size Previous Work 

[18] 

FOGASD 

100 40.404 67.6768 

200 36.1809 68.8442 

300 25.4181 50.8361 

400 17.2932 51.6291 
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Table 2. Precision based comparison of sentiment 

detection techniques. 

Dataset Size Previous Work 

[18]  

FOGASD 

100 0.5882 0.6471 

200 0.5446 0.6733 

300 0.3861 0.4810 

400 0.2891 0.5071 

 
Table 2 shows the precision value of sentiment Identification 

for a testing review with different number dataset size. 

FOGASD has improved the precision value by 21.68%% as 

compared to the genetic algorithm used in [18]. This raise of 

precision was obtained by a collective operation done by the 

I fish genetic algorithm. It controls crossover operation value 

as per the best fitness value of a chromosome in an 

algorithm.  

 

Table 3. Recall based comparison of sentiment detection 

techniques. 

Dataset Size Previous Work 

[18]  

FOGASD 

100 0.4412 0.7021 

200 0.4044 0.701 

300 0.3262 0.5390 

400 0.2531 0.5459 

 

Table 3 shows the recall value of sentiment Identification for 

testing reviews with a different number of dataset size. 

FOGASD has improved the precision value by 42.7% 

compared to the genetic algorithm used in [18]. This raise of 

precision was obtained by a collective operation done in the 

fish genetic algorithm. It controls crossover operation value 

as per the best fitness value of a chromosome in an 
algorithm.  

 

Table 4. F-measure based comparison of sentiment 

detection techniques. 

Dataset Size Previous Work 

[18]  

FOGASD 

100 0.5042 0.6735 

200 0.4641 0.6869 

300 0.3536 0.5084 

400 0.2699 0.5258 

 

Table 4 shows the review sentiment class detection F-
measure value obtained from previous work in [18] and 

proposed FOGASD work. The use of the Fish Optimization 

algorithm for sentiment phrase detection has increased the 

accuracy of work. The proposed model does not use Terms 

as done in [18], as a single word results in false clustering. 

Clustering by finding a pair of words has enhanced the 

correct sentiment class detection. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Comparison of sentiment detection techniques 

average Evaluation parameters values. 

 

Fig. 2 shows the review sentiment class detection accuracy 

value obtained from previous work in [18] and proposed 

FOGASD work. The use of the Fish Optimization algorithm 

for sentiment phrase detection has increased the accuracy of 

work. The proposed model does not use Terms as done in 
[18], as a single word results in false clustering. This raise of 

precision was obtained by a collective operation done in the 

fish genetic algorithm. It controls crossover operation value 

as per the best fitness value of a chromosome in an 

algorithm.  

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In a few decades, miners have many open dimensions of the 

research field. Out of those fields, this paper has worked on 

sentiment mining. Paper has proposed Fish Optimization 

Genetic Algorithm Sentiment Detection. For increasing the 
efficiency of the sentiment identification work, utilize input 

content in the form of phrases. So extracted feature was 

arranging into a graph data structure for enhancing the fitness 

function output. The experiment was done on the amazon 

review dataset, and results show that the proposed FOGASD 

has increased the precision value by 21.68%, while the 

accuracy value was improved by 50.08%. In the future, the 

researcher can enhance the sentiment detection work by 

involving another learning model. 
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